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penny for services rendered, and no ex

up to its high standard.

penses allowed for travel.

It required

reports will in part tell the story.

long trips

the

from

Miami

in

South,

Gainesville in the North, and from the
East and West Coasts in attending these
meetings.

I have been greatly impressed

with the fine spirit, loyalty to duty, and
the untiring efforts of the officers and
Executive

Committee.

Every

member

has performed his duties well.

I have a

very warm place in my heart for their
splendid services.

We

have

four

officers

that

do

the

greater part of the work in an organiza

tion of this kind.

I especially wish to

commend them for their fine accomplish
ments

this

Ernest

L.

year.

The

Secretary,

Spencer—Bradenton;

Dr.

the

Treasurer, Mr. Lem P. Woods—Tampa;
the Assistant Secretary,
Thompson—Winter

Mr.

Haven;

Ralph P.
and

the

Editing Secretary, Mr. W. Lacy Tait—
Winter Haven.

We

great deal of credit.
space to

enumerate

owe these

men

a

I wish I had the
every

detail these

Officers executed in bringing the Society

I am sure their

I would like very much to see the mem

bership

of

the

Florida

Society increased.
eral

thousand

blessed

by

Horticultural

We should have sev

members.

having

a

intellectual growers.

Florida

is

large number

of

They would benefit

the Society, and I am sure the Society
would be of much value to them.
naturally

We

trust everyone in attendance

who are not members, will become mem
bers during this session.

Dues from the

members pay for the proceedings. If dues

come in early, the proceedings can be

published on time.
Every member can
have a part in the successful operation of
the Society.

On behalf of the membership, may 1

express sincere appreciation to the city
of Winter Haven for being host to the

Florida State Horticultural Society. Our
stay in your fair city will be a pleasant
one.

A very interesting and profitable

meeting is assured.
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Any

J. Wayne Reitz, Provost

attempt

to

assess

the

possible

effect of an enlargement of our defense

University of Florida
College of Agriculture

effort, and the resultant expansion of our
national budget on the economic position

Gainesville

of the Florida fruit and vegetable indus

The Korean conflict has had and will

try, requires assumptions on the probable

have far-reaching effects on our national

magnitude of the defense program and

economy.

It has resulted in much specu

of prospects for peace.

Let us consider

lation in recent months on what effects

two major assumptions.

One assumption

our increasing tempo of military prepa

is that we are facing a period of at least

ration will have on our whole economy,

a few years

including agriculture.

will continue at a much higher level than

Tonight

I have

in which defense activity

chosen to join the speculators in order

in

that we may consider some of the impli

plans call for a military force of 3 mil

cations of the defense program on the

lion men, or approximately twice as many

economic

position

of

Florida

farmers,

previous

post-war

years.

as are now under arms.

Present

To maintain

and on fruit and vegetable producers in

this force and provide the accompanying

particular.

armaments, expenditures for defense will
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and about 7 percent of our productive

effects thereof can be counteracted by

capacity of copper, and about 14 percent

credit

of our aluminum at current production

down

rates.

periods.

Such demands do not suggest a

sharp diversion of our productive capac
ity

into

military

channels

or

that

restrictions,

payments

calling

and

for

shorter

higher

payment

Yet credit controls tend to in

crease the demand for farm products.

Such

controls

make

it

impossible

for

civilians will face a serious problem of

large numbers of consumers to obligate

adjustment to lower consumption levels.

their future earnings through install
ment buying.
Thus, they are simply

However, when the full level of military
expenditures is reached, the impact on
prices will continue to be
even

though

increased

inflationary

production

of

military goods will represent but a small
part of the total national production—

taken out of the market as buyers of dur
able goods and housing.

The result is
that the housewife has more dollars avail
able for buying food, particularly the
so-called luxury items, such as meats,

now at an annual rate of some 270 billion

green

dollars.

juices. However, it should be borne in
mind that the full effects of such controls
will not be noticeable for some months.

Under prevailing economic conditions,
and the impact of an expanded defense

and

leafy

vegetables,

and fruit

program, fruit and vegetable producers

Now let us turn to production problems

can look forward to a continued high

arising from partial mobilization. There

level of demand for their products during

seems to be little reason to expect any

the next few years.

The demand for

many fruits and vegetables will be bol
stered

by

increased

Government

pur

chases to meet the food requirements of
a larger armed force.

During the last

war we found that the consumption levels

of luxury type foods such as meats, dairy

pronounced production difficulties under

the assumptions made. I have already
indicated that the requirements of our
basic metals for defense purposes will not
be excessive.
It does not appear at this
time that there will be any serious short

rate of many of our products to increase

ages of farm machinery. Should short
ages develop, the Government, no doubt,
would hasten to assure adequate produc
tion through allocating critical materials
to specific industries. Fortunately, the
quality and condition of machinery and

with the expansion of our armed forces.

equipment on Florida farms are excellent.

products, and many fruits and vegetables
were considerably higher among service
personnel than among civilians.

As

a

result, we can expect the consumption

The effects of increased military pur
chases should be more noticeable in the

Critical shortages of insecticide mate
rials are not likely, although some sub

canned and frozen food field, since a high

stitution may have to be made for some

proportion of such purchases will be in

chemicals which require large amounts

this form.

of chlorine.

Much

more

creased

forces

important

consumption

is

the

than

of

indirect

the

our

effect

in

armed

of

anti-

Fertilizer supplies should

be adequate to meet normal usage and

production

nitrogen

requirements.

will

be

required

To

to

be

sure,

produce

inflationary controls on demand for fruits

ammunition

and

for stock-piling, but demands for such

vegetables

other

farm

already

that

and

the

products.

increased

great

We

bulk of

have

noted

production

for

for

training purposes and

purposes should represent a comparative

ly small proportion of our total output

defense purposes places more purchasing

and should not be great enough to affect

power in the hands of consumers.

the

For

the economy in general, the inflationary

supplies

production.

available

for

agricultural

Furthermore, much of the
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great capacity for nitrogen production

price is the means by which available

developed during the war years is not in

supplies .of goods are apportioned among

use at the present time.

consumers; so that the amount which
people wish to buy is just equal to that

Some manpower shortages will develop

as a result of an increase of one and a
half million men

in the

armed

forces

which people wish to sell.

As yet, we have failed to find or devise

along with demands for labor in produc

a means of achieving the delicate balance

ing

that is inherent in the price mechanism
on a free market. In attempting such
operations, some prices are fixed too low
so that production is discouraged and
consumption is increased; the result: a
virtual disappearance of the affected com

armaments.

But

such

shortages

should be felt least of all in the field of
agriculture.
While the effects of the
draft or enlistments on available labor

supplies

will

be

equally

distributed

throughout the economy, the increased
demand for civilian labor will be con
fined largely to the industrial areas of

the North.

We should also bear in mind

that a part of our defense production
will

be

civilian

at

the

expense

of

goods

for

consumption, and that the in

modity from the market. On the other
hand, some prices are fixed too high, so
that consumption is discouraged while
production is increased; and the result in
this case: the accumulation of surplus
supplies.

Our

experience

with

price

crease in our labor requirements will be

controls during the last war, particular^

somewhat less than proportionate to the

on perishable agricultural products, indi

expansion of the defense program. Under

cate that we cannot duplicate or replace

such

circumstances,

and

based

on

our

the

pricing

mechanism,

and

that

we

previous assumptions, Florida fruit and

cannot achieve a balance between produc

vegetable producers should not face seri

tion

ous labor shortages.

market price.

I might add, how

ever, that as a precaution against a real
emergency, steps should be taken to pro
vide

for

labor-saving

techniques

and

equipment.

I mentioned the broad control powers

granted

the

President

in

the

Defense

production Act passed in the recent ses

sion of

Congress.

Failure to exercise

these powers to the fullest has been the

subject of much

criticism.

Discussion

and

consumption

without

a

free

This is not to say, however, that we
should do nothing about the general level
of prices. No responsible person can be
complacent about the dangers of infla
tion. We have means by which the
general level of prices can be controlled
without taking on the almost hopeless
task of replacing the pricing mechanism
with a price control program.

If

we earnestly

desire to check in

of controversial subjects often develops

flationary tendencies we can do so by

more heat than

is no

the Federal Government adopting proper

been

may make practical politics, but are al

fiscal policies. This can be done by the
simple expedient of controlling the quan
tity of money people have to spend
through the use of credit restrictions or

most

increased income taxes, preferably both.

exception.

The

light,
chief

and this
clamor has

for wage and price ceilings, and, if neces

sary, consumer rationing. Price controls

certain

to

have

an

undesirable

effect on our productive effort and on the

Direct credit restrictions, such as those

defense program.

currently in effect on durable goods and

In times of stress we

are inclined to forget the real function

housing,

of price in our capitalistic economy.

demand for such products.

We

fail to remember that price is the one
and

only

guide

of

the

producer,

that

creasingly

reduce

the

level

of

effective

If made in

stringent, consumer buying
power will be reduced to the point of

GARDNER,

bringing

about

price
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effective curbs on credit can be accom

pay-as-you-go

ties of the Federal Reserve System.

The possibilities

of

recognized by the present administration
and the realities thereof will be apparent
when the monthly pay check comes in
Increased income taxes not

only reduce consumer buying power, but

avoid the inflationary effects of deficit
financing through the media of Treasury
bonds.

Yet,

as

an

anti-inflationary

measure, taxation has the fundamental

disadvantage of being extremely unpopu
lar.

As a result, it is difficult politically

to increase the taxation rate to the extent

necessary to affect consumer demand and
in turn the general level of prices.

and

consequently

To summarize,

the

over-all effect of

partial mobilization on the Florida fruit
and vegetable industry will be to provide

increasing taxes

to check inflationary pressure has been

tomorrow.

basis,

the net effect will be inflationary.

plished through regulations imposed on

the banking system, through the facili

PRE-HARVEST DROP

It is

a

stronger

demand

for

would otherwise exist.

products

than

Production costs

will increase, but no serious shortages
are

expected

in

materials

and

labor.

There is nothing in the current or future

situation

to

warrant price

consumer rationing.

controls

or

If they appear to

be needed, the best method of handling

is by controlling the general price level
through tightening over-all credit con

trols and increased taxation rather than
by interfering with the pricing mechan
ism.

How far we shall go in credit controls
or taxation I do not know, but of this I

am sure; if we do the job which is now
before

us—as

it

should

be

done—our

doubtful, therefore, if we shall have the

sacrifices are going to have to match our

fortitude to put partial mobilization on a

hopes and aspirations for peace.

CITRUS SECTION
THE EFFECT OF 2, 4-D ON PRE-HARVEST DROP OF
CITRUS FRUIT UNDER FLORIDA CONDITIONS
F. E. Gardner, Philip C. Reece and

to heavy pre-harvest dropping. Periods

George E. Horanic

of warm, dry weather during the fall

Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and
Agricultural Engineering, United
States Department of Agriculture

and winter months favor fruit shedding.

Orlando

Losses from this cause may constitute
as much as one-third of the total crop

and are rarely less than 15 percent. The

Valencia variety is not considered such

Pre-harvest drop of citrus fruit dur

a bad dropper, and indeed fruits rarely

ing some seasons reaches a high per

fall

centage

short time as is frequently observed
with Pineapple orange near the end of

varieties.

of

the

total

crop

in

certain

Midseason varieties, such as

in

such large

numbers

within

a

Pineapple and seedling sweet oranges,

its maturity season. However, the drop

are generally considered the most prone

extends over a much longer period in

